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NRA® CARGO SLIDE BY JOTTO GEAR  
 

Cargo Management Solution and Bed Extender for Your Pickup Makes Camping, Hunting and Just 
Plain Lugging Gear Around Easier. 

 
Next time you have to reach awkwardly or crawl into your truck bed to fetch something out, just think how easy it 
could have been if you had an NRA® Cargo Slide by Jotto Gear.  Truck caps and tonneau covers are handy to 
protect your gear, but they actually become a hindrance when you’re trying to retrieve it.  The NRA® Cargo 
Slide’s unique design glides in and out of your truck gate to give you full access to all your equipment making it 
perfect for camping gear, tackle, tools or other cargo. 
  
Ideal for work or play, the NRA Gear Cargo Slide is built for ultimate strength and durability without adding 
excessive weight to your truck bed.  The patent-pending design is constructed of extruded aircraft grade 
aluminum and is anodized, a process used to increase the thickness of the natural oxide layer on the surface of 
the metal.  The slide also features an AlumaTrack sliding system and has 18-24 roller bearings to enable 
effortless movement of cargo in and out of your truck bed. 
  
Highly functional, the NRA Gear Cargo Slide is made in the USA and can be easily installed by most people.   
If the need to haul mulch or sand arises, it can be taken out in less than 5 minutes.  The slide is also available 
with the optional AlumaPlank flooring system, a specialized system providing superior strength without the 
weight of a ¾” to 1” thick plywood floor.  The 3-inch wide aluminum floor planks snap together and have a 
ribbed surface to help grip your cargo and is available in silver-tone metal finish.  
  
The NRA Gear Cargo Slide is offered with two different weight capacity options — Light Duty and Medium 
Duty— which have, respectively 800 and 1200 pound weight capacities.  It is available in a multitude of sizes to 
fit a wide variety of truck beds including Ford, Chevy, Dodge, Toyota and Nissan mid-size and full-size trucks.  
All that changes are the lengths and widths, based upon the vehicle type and bed length. 
  
NRA Jotto Gear offers officially NRA licensed products designed to intelligently store and keep your gear 
accessible. In addition to the NRA Gear Cargo Slide, products include the NRA Handgun Holster and the NRA 
Home Defense Cabinet. All products are constructed of the finest materials and technologies available and are 
manufactured at the highest standards in order to deliver superior products worthy of the Jotto Gear and NRA 
names. NRA Jotto Gear is an affiliate brand of Jotto Desk, offering computer mounts and docking & mounting 
stations for mobile professionals as well as being the only Total Solutions Provider for the Public Safety market. 
  
For more information on Jotto Desk’s “Official NRA Licensed Product” line Jotto Gear, visit www.nrajottogear.com or 
contact the company at: 800.979.3375 x6496 • jottogearinfo@jottodesk.com. 
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